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Over the past few'Yearg; we have written cases itif different sizes and':

es for `teaching technical writing to engineers at WAyne State Univeriity.

LAJ Originally, .we adopted the case approach for some ass ignments because, our

sophomores and juniors lacked technical experttse end professional knowledge

of the engineering_ world. Classroom ,experience soon proved to us that cases

could indeed make up for students' lack of information 'arid prOfeiiianat'44are-

ness. We also found out thatiases were good exercises even for advanced

students', providing realistic practice in specific writing tasks- or isolat g

particular, skills in the composing process.

In writing and testing various types of technical writing cases; bowever,

we gradually developed a special kind of case which narrates the.experiences of
,

one technical person-engaged in the problem-solving process in a professional'.

rhetorical situation. Told from the .limited poiht of view of .this professional

who writes as part of his or her job, the .tale- replete with realistic techni-

cal data and contextual information} -- follows him as he confront the communiee-

tion problems which are an integral part of his technical task, recounting events

without definitive assignments or evident communication solutions. Theseanswers

then must be crfiated by the student who assumes the r:ersona cif the professional

and writes whatever documents are appropriate.

We call, this long, realistic ffttion a "holistic" case. Rather than pre-
.

seating technical information in a,slight rhetorical frame, rather than isolating

skills or tasks, rather than dictating exercises for which there is ,a known solu-
%

tion, rather than asking students to role-play ;a character, a holistic case

realistically encompasses the whole othe technical. writing process. A holistic

case allows students to experience the total. communication act in which the

technical task and data are fully integrated into the rhetorical situation.

A holistic case gives students the opportunity to perform in a realistic context,

using all of the-skills and knowledge required in communication on the job.

Despite the fact that other kinds of cases have a valid place in technical writing

courses- (out,ownincluded),..we believe that the holistic case most" fully exploits

the advantages Of the case method for students of professional communication.

The salient components of a holistic case are the persona of the technical

professionalthOaets about the teehnical'problem and the real company,'Ihe
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fiction created onthe basis of those facts Aind -theme of the case itse

adapted fob, students.

The persona that the student dust" -adopt fur.nishes the entry pointAnto the

case, a profe siOnal role in the situation, but -not a personal identity or

characterT-rathete way-for each student to "live"-the case by,aloim lating
vf-H,

his or her individuality to the mask. The origin for any valid, case, hoOever,

liei in its facts, e base -of informatien _about real people wititrealr

technical pOblems and real writing tesks'in real OrganizatiOne. The numbers

must -fit, the- data -must -correlate as well as s-a iechnicaltePorti,with the-real

world. The case must go beyond, or behindl this information, however, to'recreate,

the facts into a whole, into a fiction which ehables the student reader toy

"believe" and thus to experience the complexity of the real world of -work in

procesi. Finally the form of the case must furnish a suitable vehicle for

students to learn communication principles and skills, and to become engaged in

the whole of the writing protess, creating individual solutions in the form of

prpfessional documents - memos, letters, repotts, proposals.

These components of a holistic case presuppose the process or -developing j

it. The would-be case writer, however must be aware of the difficulty of

producing a case that meets this description, and so we are outlining here a

set of guidelines for instructors who wish to write holistic cases in technic41

communication. The four major steps relate directly to developingthe noted:

components, the per na, facts, fiction, and case form. These stages are:

First -- Design the case: Plan the goals and objectives for. 'the,

students who w 1 ,assume the persona, and establish the real-worlcreouite

of information.. 4

Second - Cpllect the acts: Conduct the Views, and research,

the technical, and rhetorical info- n about a specific problem

real organization:.

ird Create the fiction: Transform th into a realistic

f iction which `could have'happeted to a technical prafesdidnal on the

Fourth -- Constr-ct the case:' i ecast the fictiatv into a functional..

anent atuden to- write pio essional documents

In the design and construction stages, the writer must) aid to. turn the

ma erials,into a document that will work in technical comm nication CourgeSr

gnificanee; in!'themHowever, the collection and creation stages ate.of.chief



st connect the case to real events that actually occurred inside-

nd then write a believable narrative representing what might have

happened on the basis of those facts. As the Harvard casewritersjn business

administration have insisted, cases must be built on thoroughly investigated,

real situations; "armchair" cases, concocted from general principles, a patch-

worth of anecdotes, and the casewriteed:practical experiences from.here and

there, are academic monstrosities that only purport to be rea1.1 After finding

the facts, however,' the writer must Shift his efforts to fabricating a story.

For just as "a communication case cannot be written without, empirical data, so it

cannot be constructed on facts alone in the mode of the business or engineering

case. A "facts-only"-case, like an armchair model, is distorted, but for a

.:different reason: it lacks the heart of the rhetorical matter--the people prob

lems, the messiness, of interaction, the polit al dimension.

The process of collecting data and c' ng a story is-'a real dialectical

act f fact and fiction. The fact about the real, problem originates

the fictional image which, in turn, must be Validated in terms of the real-world'

possibilities. In short, the case gust be realistic, not necessarily real in

every detail; the fiction must be plausible, for no matter how real and true,

without seeming to be so, the case will not be accepted by itp readers.' En

,developing a ,case, therefore, the caseWriter must go back and forth between the

Story, the data base, and its source, the interviewees. The casewriter thus

works backward from the finished product (s #y, a final written report) to, recover,

the process and environment_of its becoming. Even during the collection stage,

he must reach beyond Ithe written documents and technical data to recover the
,

"stuff" of human relationships behind the project. Out of these fragments of

reality, then, the casewriter creates a fiction, a whole and credible experience,

that might-generate the actual documents produced. The student, reading the

case, reversea this procedure, developing written products by re-enacting the

process.

Stage l = DESIGNING THE CASE

Thelo jective of the first stage is to pihn the case objectives and procedures

in light orthe target students and a real-world contact person. Basic nrinci-

: ples,of effective cask design, as outlined by John Brockmann? should govern all

stages. of the procedures for holistic cases.-Oowever, even in the initial pre-
,

paration; the development, of a holistic case differs:from cases fodusing on the.
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of gene al. prift ip es strategies; and skills of technical communication as your

goals. A holistic Case will presentfa real communication situation involving

writers in basic rhetorical principles such as- report design based on audience

analyaia, in :planning strategies such as selection of relevant information from

aiming for specific tasks or skills' (writing a progress report or a

wiih a'comparison section). Instead of identifying specific objectives

to be produced from ihe case, you should adopt the development

massetrif detail, and in skills such as revision for reader 'efficiency. Thus,

rathir. than designing the case, with ,specific assign tints in mind ("a trip reOrlk

An men(' format"), you should follow the lead Of-the empiriaal\evidence,-giving

full play to the; complexities discovered. In fact, throughout ,the precedur0:

you should, question youvmetheds and your manuscript to ensure that you are

not adjusting the facts tO meet academic preconceptions either about t-the target

,students or your professional. contacts.

1.1%_Pefine_thetargetsthdenU by their career goals, their current

status, aqtheir potential use of the case in.the'classroom.

Although the range of students who can profitably use a case

extends well beyond aiparticular occupation, students have. the atrongeat:mOtiVa--

n and educational experience in cases where the persona of-the technical pro-,

sionakclosely defines their own career goals. The profession, the occupational,

setting the employee posit,ion, and th writing tasks of the Persona should all

be at least reasofiable and relatively imminent for the student audience.

Although the 'facts in the real world are primary, the case must

esent technical information Within the students'' capabilities, must assume only

must demand reading and writing
profeedional expertfsdowithin their knowledge,` and-

.., i ,

tasks iithin their compereficy,

Although the situation sheuld.displey the ptinCipl

theTotential classroom application cannot b ignored AS a' fadtor h

, many decisions; withoiltme control, tdany:cases would. grow like topsy until ther

,

Could never e used without major surgery.
- _

Ak
technical professional as Writer.

Select the real,-Worid Contact by the organization an4 by

the pro

have' to

Seleet annorganization of type, size, and aativ' T pertinent to

le of .the target student?. -.Consider,. however, the accessibility Yo

organizatidn through an appropriate employee within it omeohe who



meets your criteria fur profession, technical field,- position, and

Although youmay'need supplementary or sponsoriOg" contacts within thiacompany'

who have aufficient=authority to_provide access to documents, to preSent the

sueereisorYer/institutienal perspective; or to furnishentree to othertffices

g tasks.

or units, yod most essential contact. is the technieal'Professional'who'mest

write as per: of his me!her position,' well within the coMpanyranka.:-

-Although a maeagement NvOnsor could assign a writer to work with- oe=en the

caserproject, you-will -do best-- to directly contact. your acquaintances developed
.

during\ the course of your, other businessindestriaI activities: The personal

approach is advisable-because the resource writertiest=be willing even eager,

to "participate in thi case deVelopment. Not only `must he devote many hours in

incerelawin time!(fer.more than most firms eould allow'on the.jab), but he

must be open, revealing muchjibon ithis frm and his co-wetkers--And himself
!

Theresoerce:professional must become your tree parteerin,.the edecitiohal en e'

prise. The overriding pre - condition for colleCting the data for a iood'holistic`

case, therefere, is to find such'a strong contact person.

_ _

Stage 2 COLLECTING THE FACTS .

The objectiire of the collection stage is to reconstruct a subjective view

'al a complete communication vent by amassing technical and rhetorical details.

Your interviews of the technical professional, the, mainmethed for collecting

is information, should be a° sequence, of meetings which facilitate his responses,

gradually allowing you.to share his world.. Theseinterviees have three functional

stages: to-introduce the case project, to research the technidal facts and

rhetofical record-and to explore the rhetorical situationlin depth.

,In all y_er interviews, aitte get the respondent o talk freely and openly

about the subject by414ing-techniques of exploratory interviewing.- (Tape-recOrd---

ing will hell; here by allowing you to be a undistracted, encouraging listener.)

let the ilow'crf interaction,' subtly guide by` your open-ended questions, govern

the meetings. Seek all documents generated.by'theproject and. then use the

writing as a,probe in, discussion. Eventually, pose some closed ques-
N

tione and request that.the respondent elaborate upon aid verify yout record.

Overall, however, let 'tjie ,expleratory'approach,prevail and ttliS ensure a

built dpoh real happenings, not acadethic preconceptions.

2.1 'Introducethecaseproject-. iterequisite for the success .of

the interviewing are the initial meetings An which you engage the technical

6



nal in the prOjec p edge.anonymity to-him, and elect the Commnni-
,

problem for the prOjett.

Engage the respondent. While establ__shing rapper with, your
respontent through receptive interviewing about his work, you-can learn much

about the routine his position, unit, communication, and the company--back-'

ground material that

their jobs; _f you

1 bear upon the case.t- Moit7people like to:talk about

genuin, uncritical interkest,yon w
. ,

encourage tie flow

f information and prOb bly get, to look at samples of the wriier's memos, letters,

you should also explain:Your methods -

age and your educational objectives, particularly ,how

e finished case. Otherwise,,some respondents, especially

.AWmkreports..:In these initial encounters

for researching the

- students will use t

those familiar with business administration or engineering cases, bight approach

your projedt with serious misconception*
_

Pledge_ anonymity. Of, chief importance in the first sessions
.

tostate nur'ethits as a casewriterand yonr responsibilities to.the-respon

dent and, his-firm. You should pledge anonymity to the contact, both within and

without ihe Company; you should promise protection of institutional identity and

proprietary information;.and you should outline your proposed distribution of
1

the case and methods for disguising information. Yon can 'gain the technical

person's confidence try promising to submit the case manuscript .for his,approVal;

tf'necessary, you can relieve him of any burden for proprietary information by

.clearing the fact6,with the organizational sponsor. Throughout the case project

ydu shOuld carefully maintain the anonymity of the firm, its products, and its

persOnnel, leaving.not ing in the case manuscript that could be traced back to

its source and,never referring orally to.:your contactiby name or firm. Snot'

0
care Wnecessaryto protect, yourself, as well as your sources; Contrary to-the

business case which is facts, the holistic communication case deals with sub-

jective impressidns_and dramatic _representations of probable actions. .Securing

formal company releases for such information Would.not only be extremely:diffi-
,

milt, but the shadow'.of the request for such' permission cOuld.kill the case

before it is born. Few individdal writers would provide the kind of information

you need if managgment were'scheduled to,peruse the case prior to its release:

inact, even the. possibility of such inspection could undermine the trust and,'

confidence necessary for interviewing..,

Select the communication rob1em. After y establish the

cooper ive structure and the procedorea of.the case project, rou should ask to

screen the technical professional's communication for m.a. dal appropriate for



urge to elaborate on the circuMstancet a document
,

so

you can uncover possibilities, 'as. as acquaint -,him with the holistiecate.
. . 4

approach. Criteria for selecting a- project inclUde the governing Objectives

and-principles (for example, is the matVerroutina?),. as well as pragilatio '.

.

.

considerations ..(does the material lend itself, to various solutions; does it

have some,focusand 'shape as a-distinct event?)... Obviously, you should avoid

Projects the respondent cannot remember well or which did not fully engage him.

Your screening should also eliminate problems that are technically'inappropriate

or any of several'reasonahut chiefly because they are highly sensitive

-b adts.fromthe firm's perspective. OnAhe one hand, technical infbrmation!

must be up to date to that students will.vieWA.t as-Current; on the Other hand,

it must not-I:m.1mo top secret. chat your ontacts will fear to. discuts it openy.
Corporate protection of technical information is,a tact Of,busineas Alich you

must take into aCcountbetter to drop the highly propriet-ry project at t1i

first neg tivellign'than to I ap it after a big investment ,of time..

2.2 esearch the.- ca acts-and the rhetorical record. The

second set of interViews'''should build up a picture of all the facts on the
- A

selected, project:, but 6-irticularly the-technical facts. The technical problem,

the steps in thaitechnical problem solving, the data obtained, the soiutions-r-.

all-aspects of.what the technical professional perceivs ashis.7real job"

should be covered in great detail, far beyond what seems relevant to writing,a

cate, much less alone writing a report. Moreover, you should seek your respondent's
.

help, in whatever: -nalysis and interpretation you require to adequately understand'

the technical in ion

ning with the technical problem solving is a strategy for

success as a ho ' =tic 'case researcher. The technical focus conVinces your

respondent that t

one worthy of hit

ship. Part of hi;

deeper waters,

and understand

is well defined

sequent effor

his desires to to

le project it a. serious,educational activityJor his profession,

efforts. It will also fully establish your workinrrelation-

trust,and: willingness to go forWard from this point.; to try

from his recognition that yougrasp his technical problem,

_he is doing. At-the same time, his role _ your teacher

cause you 'have focused the technical 'sub e_t. your.sub-

learn about his- rhetoric I situation will not.Ibe thwoted by

the English professor he or she wants to hear.
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As'a0on as the survey of the techn

ndi you aliould,.begin to collect the -facts .about

the organizapional record and officiai'memo

Or a project),,_ who assigned_the.task to whom, and

ieal information is well in

the rhetorical situation,

so, on. gven at thislavel,

you may be struck by how much the respondent cannot remember or never knew. Try

he evolution of a'problet

,

to trigger his memory with provOcatiVe suestiona,:or simply by-chatting about
_

the topic, giving him time to recollect. If the saps disclose substantial

amount of important daterial the contact never did' know, try to locate other

persons within n-th companytwho.can-furnish the missing pieces ,-Keep in mind;

however, whit dMiasions.characterized.your primaiTcon act's view; these gaps

will become important-as yoU create the fiction.
t

2.3 the rhetorical th. The third set of

interviews aims to go behind the official; recordti discover What-actually

happened, why it 'happened, and how it happened. Alt ough these exploratory

meetings should not be confused with therapy session they are similar in

one objective:, to encourage the respondent to del nto his memory to
4

recover the experience as fully as possible, inci ding what was never acknowledged

nor intended to be retrieved,

On the simplest level, you should try to reconstruct the techni-

cal events And the7problem-solvInk process, including its rhetorical component,'

as it really happened, rather- than in the "official version." At the point of

writing up any:investigation, reality undergoes a filtering and reordering,to

fit the constraints of the dodument; the dead ends and detours are often buried

in a lab or log book; the finished paper or-report which igndres the circuitous

route becomes hietory-_-the truth. You Must now write a new record full of the

jumbled messiness of omissions and. misunderstnadingves much as factskandknow-,

le se. To achieve this end, your main task is to alleviate the contact's

embarrisspent, even anxiety, in tearing down the neat Image invoked by the written

pi=oduct so he will be committed to recovering the flu:

and shaped.

f life which it ordered

In-depth interviews should alsotry to recover information the

pendant probably views as extraneous: the interactimnAnterfading with the

writing (the discussion at the coffee machine and the confrontation over the

telephone). This is information whidh a typical technical professional believes

to be 4epar1ate from the task and its completibn. Since he considers it to be

best irrelevant and at.worst an obstruction, 'Usually he has depressed his

9



pry, of it;,with:lit le- reooniifion of its signifidancetO e reall

problew.selving process in Action,. he will only respond appropriately'if:you
t.

sulde him beak over 'the territory with many "end then what happened"' questions.

Beyorulrecovering the actual behaVior of participants in the

events you-should also-evoke the'writer's impressions of things and his

analysis of motives, his own.sincluded. Aiming to elicit his responses,-yo

can ask him to recount an eyent in detail,-and then ask to explain itror

tell how he felt about it. Another technique is to re-play a tape and then

ask him to interpret and elaborate upon it. The subjective reactions you

seek .the key to portraying the situation fully and from the writer's point

Of view) may be difficult to recover, even if the respondent ie willing arid

openvhe may, never have consciously confronted what "really was going on," or

he may-have simply forgotten the unpleasantness. For most respondents who feel

comfortable with the interviewer, however, eventually the flood-gates will-open

with. the personal views, what is essentially "my side of the story." These
07`

responses are, of course, akin to informal conversation with its gripes and'

gossip, what'is usually heard over the bar or in the carpool, remarks which are

self revelatory but not therapy.

Stage 3 = CREATING_THE FICTION

The objective of the third stage i ransforin the record of real-world

facts into a fiction t -ough which the student can experience the full copmunica-'

tion-process on the job.
g.

Though you began with information about the real technical problems at a

real firm, you cannot write up this data into a case. No matter how focuad

dour information collection on the specific problem, other problems and tasks

impinge upon it, denying it a tidy shape and a satisfactory ending. No matter

how in depth the transcripts of your tapes or full your details on the other

employees, you do not knoW'most of these people nor the full reasons for their

acts; they remain shadoyy figures in your imagination. Obviously, then you must

take all these facts and impressions and create out of tfiem a fiction, a story
. ,

with close correlation to the "hard facto" of the technical data and the organi-

zatioral procedures- but with primary fidelity .in all other respects.to the sense

of reality in the story, to the truth of its fictional world in which the reader

must place his believe. Thus, for example, you must invent the dialogue for

not only the persona of the technical professional, but for all the other



employees as well, fashioing.words:that have been said -- telling a tale.

Techniques'of the storyteller that On kran.sform the'factil and impressions

into a narrative are as various as 'the ark, of fiction. ,Certainetrategies,

however, are essett'al to produce a.realistic fiction capable of7Ititeresiing
.

, -
-and engaging student readers, while readily lending itslef to adptation, into

a functional case. These are creating a persona which restricts the:point

of view to the writers and offers the reader a way into the fiction; developing
1-,realized characters in a realistic ietting; planning a. plot which traces

the writer's experience-of trying to solve a problem; and modeling languaie'

on ehe discourse types-1n which the, writer gains access to the information.

3.1 Create a persons which-restricts the steiiit of view ta:the

ctical rofessional and ulls the reader into the fictional world.. You

should write a story which strictly defines the persona's view on this world,

limiting the fiction to his direct experience of and'reeponse to people, events,

and information. The image of this technical professional Must be one with

which the. students. can identify'betause of the-relevance`of the occupation and
. .

,

of the demonstrated professional competence. If readers are to project them-

selves into the mask-of the technical professional, however, you must devise the

persona.to minimize the distance between the image and the reader. Most obviously

you should limit h explicit characteristic's df the professional person. Do

not provide a na6ie, assign a sexual r ethnic identity, suggest anything about,

a private life, nor mark any strong ersonality traits,'especiallynot quirks'or

incompetencies. The objective thus is to create a persona that invites the

reader not to role-play .a character but to assimilate his or.h-r individuality
4

into' the professional mask. ,Suc a persona is a vehicle through-which the reader

can experience ,the real-world of rk and develop his or her own genuine pro-
fessional voice ,

-

3.2 -Develo- well- realized characters a s -ied se Cont

to the persona's neutrality as a character, the surrounding employees inthis

technical narrative should be fully developed characters portrayed a richn

accumulation of mundane detail. From your factual record, select fragments and

then fabricate the missing'pieces to complete a coherent picture of real but

fully disguised persons operating in what seems to be a faithful reproduction 8f

a-real organization. Overloading the details, you should emphasize the rele-

vant points to create whole charaCters'whose behavior Is believable, whose actions

exhibit their significant traits, and whose total characterist1cs add di, to



coherent if one-sided proBetsionala. Individiaa actions should be invented

dellonattate motivations, personal speech rhlthha establishedl'alonetith behavio

tits, to ,compress: as much paysonality as le Into limited narro:''.va time.

Yo9r aim thus is to create a fiction tha --more than it 7telha" so'that-

the reader will be'- involved directly with theimtsons in action in a solidly

'specified world and forced to analyze the wbole situatiod for himself..

3 Plan,a l that traces the writer's ex.erience o

so ve,a problem. Because reaL,projects'dod't have tidy beginnings and endings,

must define-and shape certain 'events to. represent in t

t teal projects absorb only a part of an employed's day; your story must

,clearly'represent-that fact- without overbdrdening 6le reader. A real project

may have three aspects, tweNoi which you Might eliminate; it may have two phases

ct ion. Also,

separatedby-yeats, which you might collapse into a single time frame; it-may

ve untxpportable complexitities, which you,might'suppress to a couple- salient

Issues. Your faCtual records, in ah t, should be,midified to develop a plot,

structure which will help'yout
i

o tell a realistic but captivating story, involving

the iaader iiwhat will happen next and encouraging him to seek,answers for the

dilemmas confrented by the persona.

.The.plot of this fiction should be-.built upon the in'dividual

tehnical professional's active involvement in the problem-solving process,.

both in tits technical and N-rhetorical aspects. The ordering of`th'i action then

should be de;ermined by the chronological pattern Of.the/persona's growth to

knolwedgd, not by when an event occurred. Just as the teal'writer must' cope

with whatevegws at the moment, the plot should impose upon the reader the

simple order of when each scrap of `formation comes to the technical professfonal.

Although much of, the Information, particularly the technical data, shotild be

presented descriptively to conde e the story, significant communication actions

like interviews and meetings should be dramatized in part, both to heighten

reader interest and to cause him to deal with the - interaction directly. Thus,

Ehe plot line Must reinforce the reader's understanding of the'problem as ice`

-a state of becoming through presenting inforMation that is'full of gaps repeti-

tions, contradiCtions and always subject to new interpretation.

ion simula- the t e '-f commun*icatfor in which4 Draft

the writer originally got the information. The story should be drafted in

forms most closely approximating the modes -of discourse actually used in the

real situation. Some transmission may be in the form of documents---a memo
. /

assigning the problem,. for example. You can either use real dotuetents
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guising them appropriately), or ydu can draft them, closely imitating dels You

observed. Most of the

tional discourse, some in narrative form, but much in dialogue. In other words,'

the fiction should be written in forms totally unrelated to the'documents that

the case should generate, (This Principle is particularly'importent for techni-'

cal data which should not be ordered into patterns beyond the log or lab book.)

.Using your interviewing tapes,,try to capture the oral language.of the L

particular work piece, toning down the jargon as necessary to make it easily

intelligible and to avoid caricaturing the technical persons. Write much of

the fiction in the "internal" language of the persona, so that he can explain

*for,himself what he is doing, what he is finding out, and how he responds tb

the situation. The style of these "mutterings" should not attempt to represent

language of the fiction, however, should be in converse-

any molified stream of consciousness, but rather should represent an internal

monologue, readily understandable to the world outside the'self.

Stage 4 - CONSTRUCTING THE CASE

The objective of the case construction stage is to ada the fiction in

a functional instrument for students to use in writing professional documents.

There are five main steps: revising the fiction so that the communication solu-

tions remain open questions for the individual student; adapting it se that it

focuses clearly on the communcation process; screening the information according

to students' backgrounds; adapting the information to functional use; and

formatting and validating t174 case for the classroom.

4.1 Revise the fiction so that the communication solutions are le-

oplito the individual student, In the real world, there is no one correct

response, no one defined solution, but rather a range of possibilities of greater

or lesser effectiveness in solving a communication problem. Moreover, these

options are not equally pertinent to all writers. The student thus should have

the burdenof creating the communication answer that is both appropriate for the

facts, but also for the synthesis of the'persona,and his-_or her individual self.

If this truly open situation, is to prevail, however, you must revisethe fiction

to ensure that you have not 1oaded the dite" for a specific response or been

unduly influenced by, the actual docvnents produced by the technical professional

you interviewed.

4.2 -Adapt the fiction to focus on the communication process. The

process of resolving communication problems introduced in a technical fiction can
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be very time consuming, but crucial to developing student skills in assessing

the context for writing. Time students spend reading, researching, analyzing

technical probloms, however, is time not available for their communication

learning. Although data should not be recast into non-narrative forms (as it

might be predented in an actual report), you should reduce the student reading

and analys4e time as much as possible without destroying the rhetorical impact

of the case. Most rhetorical information should be Of some potential relevancy

in defining the audience and purpose of the communication; the details for back-

ground or providing overload' should e reduced to a reasonable amount comdA-

surate with the goals of selecting the relevant from the mass.. More impoetant,

the technical information should be analyzed within the case, usually in the

internal monologues of the persona-and the dialogues with peers. The point

that the students' major efforts should be devoted to confronting the composing

process as ati'integral part of the technical task, adn to confronting the

whole of that process, not merely the drafting of an assigned piece. They

should have to begin at the beginning, by defining what is truly their own problem,

analyzing their audience, figuring out their purpose, so that they can set

about producing the documents that will meet their ends.

4.3 Screen the information in the stor according to needs

the students. Judging the target population's technical and professional

expertise, you should screen all the technical information, professional activities,

and organizational methods to determine where the students will need explanations

or elaborations to use the case with ease. Asking representative students to read

the manuscript and note their difficulties will facilities your task here. To

avoid destroying the verisimilitude of the case, identify, all information the

students needs which is inappropriate for the persona to think or talk about (for

example, defining a term common to an industry but little known elsewhere) and

place these items in thercase.apparatus: a background statement, footnotes, and

appendices.

4.4 Screen the fiction for =its functiona1221111TiLym.

In reconstructing the process through which the technical professional solved

his problems and wrote his documents, you may have inadvertently left out critical-

piece§ of information, failed to emphasize certain points, or unintentionally

contradicted messages. You may have insufficiently disguised some information

or confused the picture through your efforts to disguise it. By attempting to

write the possible documents based on the case yourself, and by subsequently \-
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assigning them to representative students, you should determine if the infer

.mationbase in the case has integrity and is applicable to producing writing.

The critical questions q'answer liere are: Is there anything that a real

writer would know in this situation that is not made-apparent for the student?

Is there any problem with the case information that.caused by the inadequacy

of the case rather than by its attempt t'o mirror the imperfect real world?

4.5 Format the case and validate it for tlassrooth use. Once you

have completed the case manuscript, you should divide and format it into

units that can be used easily by students in reading and writing up the infor-

mation. You should prepare a possible list of assignments that could grow out

of these materials, and you should validate these tasks by classroom use,

preferably under other instructors. (Can they teach communication skills with

this case without getting caught up in problems inherent in the case itself? Does

the case facilitate their job?) ,Finally, you should submit the case to your

technical partner for validation of authenticity. After all the adjustements,

does every Piece fit, is every identity st;fficiently.disguised, and does the

story "tell it like it -" on the job?

Passing our resource, person's review determines that youi

case is true. However, the final hurdle is acceptance as real and relevant by

the target student audience, the peciple.for whom you designed the project, both

collecting the information and creating the fiction so that you could construct

a case for them to write within.
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